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Fall is here and with it brings a season of changes. As with us, there have been some 
significant changes. Earlier in the year, our team was able to disciple 4 Burmese youth. 
We spent about 16 hours a week with them for about 2 months. We were able to live 
life on life with them by eating, praying, worshipping, teaching, and going out on 
outreach together. Some of our best moments seemed to be in the car when we picked 
them up. 

Our team learned a lot from them as well. It was a new territory for our team so we 
weren’t quite sure what to expect. We did expect to see God move. It was evident from 
our time together that He definitely moved in our hearts and in theirs. 

Our team was also blessed to train leaders of a 
local Sudanese church. Their vision is to train their 
church in Clarkston and send leaders  to equip 
the church in Sudan. Throughout the summer, we 
had to say goodbye to several of our families who 
we were ministering to. They left for better jobs 
or ministry opportunity. Before they left we were 
able to give English/African style Bibles to a family, by their thankful expression you 
would have thought  we just gave him gold . The husband of a  another family told us he 
was moved to start reaching out in his neighbors because he saw us  knocking on doors 
in his neighborhood. It is hard to see people go but we know the Lord is sending them 
throughout the U.S. to reach others.

Further changes came after that, as I felt a calling to go deeper in the word. I attended 
an orientation for the Clarkston Bible Institute and was accepted. I have been attending 
classes daily to strengthen my devotion to the word. I am enjoying the teachings and my 
classmates. I am continuing with Soccer Ministry and getting ready for a new season. 
Our goal as coaches is to prepare the kids for life beyond soccer so they can become an 
agent of change for the rest of their life on and off the field. We are also in the final editing 
phase of a book called, “On Mission With God In Community” and hoping to get it 

published soon. Colleen has seen some significant changes too. 

Colleen’s mother has experienced some health issues and she has been helping her weather the storm. Some of you may have 
seen her in Ohio as well. She has been going back and forth from Ohio to PA. During this transition, she is hoping to connect 
with as many of you as she can. We love all of you and are thankful for your support. Remember that if there seems to be a 
significant change in your life, God wants to use that change to restore, refocus, renew, and refresh you. As God’s ways are 
many times mysterious, we need to be always dependent on Him to find out what He is up to.
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Prayer Concerns:
•   Health for both our parents

•   Grace and peace during a time of separation

•   For the churches to develop leaders who will pass on the word of God 

•   To make connections to publish our book.


